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L-deprenyl, A Selective MAO-B Inhibitor

Raymond W. Lam, M.D.

INTRODUCTION

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) are now recognized as effective medications in the treatment of major depression (1). However, their clinical use has been limited by the risk of severe hypertensive reactions to oral tyramine challenge. Prevention of this so-called “cheese effect” requires adherence to diet restrictions that can lead to problems with patient compliance to MAOIs.

L-deprenyl is a selective MAO-B inhibitor that is reportedly free of the “cheese effect” (2). This review will discuss the clinical and theoretical importance of this interesting drug.

PHARMACOLOGY

In 1968, Johnstone reported multiple forms of the monoamine oxidase (MAO) enzyme (3). MAO-A, an enzyme inhibited by the MAOI clorgyline, is responsible for selectively metabolizing norepinephrine and serotonin. MAO-B, selectively inhibited by deprenyl, preferentially metabolizes phenylethylamine (PEA) and benzylamine, with little effect on the MAO-A substrates. Dopamine and tyramine are metabolized by both types of MAO enzymes. The first generation MAOIs (phenelzine and tranylcypromine) non-selectively inhibit MAO-A and MAO-B.

Deprenyl (also known as deprenil or selegiline) is an irreversible MAO-B inhibitor (4). The levorotatory isomer is thought to be more selective of MAO-B inhibition and is the form most thoroughly studied, so that references to deprenyl in this paper refer to l-deprenyl unless otherwise specified. At doses that are selective for MAO-B inhibition (10–30 mg/day), studies of deprenyl show no evidence of hypertensive reactions to 200 mg of ingested tyramine, a considerably larger amount than found in the usual diet (5). Dosages of greater than 30 mg/day of deprenyl leads to partial MAO-A inhibition, but never to the extent of the non-selective MAOIs.

The mechanism for deprenyl's lack of cheese effect may be that, despite the total MAO-B inhibition, there continues to be substantial tyramine deamination.
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by intestinal MAO (7), which is predominantly MAO-A (6). Dopamine in the human brain is metabolized mostly by MAO-B (8), and platelet MAO is also of the B-type (9). Platelet MAO-B inhibition has been used as a measure of MAO-B inhibition in the brain (10), but recent work casts doubt on the correlation between platelet and brain MAO activity (11). A promising new technique to measure in vivo brain MAO activity utilizes positron emission tomography and \(^{11}\)C-labeled selective MAOIs (12).

As expected, deprenyl administration results in a sharp rise in urinary PEA, and this too can be used to measure the degree of central MAO-B inhibition. The ingestion of large amounts of PEA also has no significant pressor response in patients taking deprenyl (5).

Deprenyl has other biochemical effects in addition to MAO inhibition. It demonstrates some blockade of norepinephrine and dopamine reuptake and inhibition of norepinephrine release (4). Because deprenyl is metabolized to methamphetamine and amphetamine in humans (13), it has some dopamine releasing properties.

**CLINICAL TRIALS**

*Parkinson's Disease*

MAOIs have been used in the treatment of Parkinson's disease in conjunction with L-dopa/carbidopa. However, their use has again been limited due to the disabling side effects of hypotension and tyramine crises.

The clinical efficacy of deprenyl as an adjunct to standard antiparkinsonian treatment is well documented (14). The mechanism of action is now thought to be inhibition of striatal dopamine oxidation by MAO-B (15), thereby leading to increased availability of dopamine, as opposed to a dopamine releasing mechanism (ie. by an amphetamine-like action). The dosages used, usually 10–20 mg/day, have produced no adverse effects and no hypertensive crises (16). Because deprenyl potentiates the action of L-dopa, the dosage of L-dopa can often be lowered when deprenyl is started. Deprenyl may be of particular benefit in the “off” phase of the on-off phenomenon seen in advanced stages of Parkinson’s disease that is now recognized as part of the disease process rather than a tolerance effect to long-term administration of L-dopa (17). It is also more likely to benefit the “benign” forms of Parkinson’s disease and is less effective in the malignant subtypes of this disorder.

Long-term deprenyl use in patients with Parkinson’s disease suggest that use of deprenyl may be associated with prolonged life expectancy, an effect not seen in other antiparkinsonian treatments (16,18,19). Deprenyl has also been shown to prevent the striatal neurotoxicity of MPTP (20) in animal models of Parkinson’s disease, suggesting that it may prevent progression of the disease at some level.
Major Depression

Clorgyline, the selective MAO-A inhibitor, has been shown to have significant antidepressant activity. Previous double blind studies found it to be as effective as imipramine (21). However, because clorgyline also has the cheese effect, it held no advantage over previous MAOIs.

Since MAO-B inhibition is free of the cheese effect, it would be of clinical interest if MAO-B inhibitors were effective antidepressant drugs. Early open studies of deprenyl showed an antidepressant effect, but these studies used higher, non-selective dosages of the MAO-B inhibitor as well as racemic forms of deprenyl (22). Negative results were obtained in one controlled study where pargyline, a partially selective MAO-B inhibitor, was shown to be significantly inferior to clorgyline in the treatment of major depression (23).

There are only two controlled studies of deprenyl’s efficacy in depression. Mendlewicz and Youdim (24), in a double blind study of 27 patients with RDC-defined major depression, found a significantly greater number of patients who responded to 15 mg/day of deprenyl (10/14 patients with <50% of pretreatment Hamilton Rating Scale [HRS] score, 7/14 patients with <25% of pretreatment HRS) as compared to placebo (2/13 and 0/13 patients respectively).

In contrast, Mendis et al conducted a double blind trial of deprenyl versus placebo in 22 patients with “mild to moderate” unipolar depression (25). They showed no differences between 20 mg/day of deprenyl and placebo in the Hamilton scores, self-rating scales, and global clinical rating scales. Although diagnostic criteria were not specified, this group’s experience was that similarly diagnosed patients showed a 50% marked response to traditional tricyclics compared to the 20% response of deprenyl and placebo reported in this study.

In an open trial of deprenyl, Mann et al (26) reported that 16/25 RDC-defined depressed patients responded to 10–20 mg/day of deprenyl (response = <50% pretreatment HRS).

Atypical Depression

MAOIs have traditionally been thought to be most effective for so-called “atypical depressions” (27), and some evidence exists that perhaps deprenyl is more effective in this sub-type of depressive illness.

Mendlewicz and Youdim noted a non-significant trend of their deprenyl responders have “atypical symptoms” (neurotic, anxious and somatic features) (17).

Mann et al in their open study (26) showed a trend (p < 0.10) for more deprenyl responders among “nonendogenous” depressives as defined by the Newcastle Scale (10/12 non-endogenous vs 6/13 endogenous). Both groups showed significant reduction of Hamilton scores after 21 days of treatment but the non-endogenous group responded after only 7 days. The non-endogenous
group also had lower HRS scores overall, but it is unclear from their data if this was statistically significant. Fewer unipolar endogenous depressives seemed to respond compared to bipolar, but not at statistically significant levels.

In an open trial of deprenyl in atypical depressives, Quitkin et al (28) found that 10/17 responded (much improved or better on the CGI). Compared to a placebo group in a parallel double-blind study of phenelzine-imipramine-placebo, however, there was only a trend to superiority of deprenyl (p < 0.10). Of the 10 responders, 9 required doses of 30 mg/day, which the investigators felt was perhaps not selective for MAO-B alone.

SUMMARY OF CLINICAL TRIALS

While it is clear that deprenyl is an effective antiparkinsonian drug, its antidepressant efficacy is still in question. The two controlled studies show conflicting results while open studies have been more encouraging, particularly in the treatment of atypical, non-endogenous depression. It should be noted that the two studies showing negative results with MAO-B inhibitors used depressed patients with “endogenous” symptoms, a population which may be less responsive to MAOIs (23,25). Future controlled studies should incorporate subtyping of depression or compare deprenyl to non-selective MAOIs.

PSYCHOBIOLOGY OF DEPRESSION

If deprenyl is an effective antidepressant, what might be its mechanism of action? Since deprenyl is metabolized to methamphetamine and amphetamine, and because deprenyl is reported to have a faster onset of action than other MAOIs, one might suspect that its antidepressant effect is simply due to amphetamine. L-deprenyl is presumably metabolized to l-amphetamine, which is thought to be less euphoria-producing than its isomer, d-amphetamine (29). In Quitkin et al’s study (28), 7/8 patients showing pre-treatment dysphoric responses to amphetamine administration responded to deprenyl, while only 3/7 showing euphoria responded to deprenyl. Thus, it may not be the amphetamine-like action of deprenyl that is responsible for its antidepressant effect. Another interesting finding was that not only did deprenyl increase urinary PEA, but it also significantly decreased urinary MHPG when no effect would be expected (30). In addition, those patients with the lowest baseline MHPG levels appeared to be the ones to respond to deprenyl. Thus, deprenyl’s antidepressant action may be mediated through biochemical effects other than the MAO-B inhibition.

Mendlewicz and Youdim (24) found that deprenyl responders had a greater degree of platelet MAO-B inhibition when compared to non-responders. However, other investigators have shown that inhibition of greater than 80% of platelet MAO-B consistently occurs even with short term administration of 10 mg of deprenyl (31).
What if deprenyl is not an effective antidepressant? Knowing that clorgyline is effective, this could mean that MAO-A inhibition is the essential mechanism for the antidepressant effect. This hypothesis has been forwarded by several investigators (23,25), and is more consistent with the monoamine hypothesis of depression since norepinephrine and serotonin, the neurotransmitters traditionally linked to the psychobiology of depression, are metabolized by MAO-A. Some studies show that only higher doses of deprenyl are effective against depression, when MAO-A may also be inhibited (28). If MAO-B inhibition was the critical factor, then one would expect lower doses of deprenyl, producing almost complete platelet MAO-B inhibition (31), to be equally effective. Other investigators have suggested that the antidepressant effect of MAOIs shares the same mechanism as the cheese effect, postulating that the effect is mediated through enhancement of central norepinephrine release due to trace amounts of tyramine acting on central synapses (25).

CONCLUSION

L-deprenyl, a selective MAO-B inhibitor, is an effective adjunctive treatment for Parkinson’s disease. However, evidence that selective MAO-B inhibitors are as effective as non-selective MAOIs in the treatment of depression remains inconclusive, although there is suggestion that deprenyl may be effective in “atypical depression.” Deprenyl is not yet commercially available, but further studies are warranted because the lack of a cheese effect confers a significant advantage over other MAOIs that would make deprenyl an important addition to our antidepressant armamentarium. Furthermore, by using selective MAO inhibitors such as clorgyline and deprenyl as psychopharmacological probes we can glean further insights into the psychobiology of depressive disorders.
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